
motorhome tours and rentals



spanish top destinations

Spanish Top Destination allows you to visit Spain in a different way: enjoying motorhome 
tours, visiting the most outstanding places, taking part in our events for people driving a 
motorhome (owned or hired), joining our Raid, or simply renting the recreational vehicle 
that best suits your needs. 

Spanish TOP Destinations, is an exceptional project, a one single integrated service focus on RV 
drivers where you can find:

 A high-end quality service, professional, close and kind.
 Fully equipped vehicles, comfy and spacious designed to enjoy.
 A local and expert touroperator, with local knowledge-based tours and experiences.
 Different length and duration programs specially designed to travel by motorhome 

through Spain and other countries in Europe.
 Different pick-up and return locations: Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Bilbao…
 Calls for different events to enjoy an amity experience between RV drivers in 

Spanish Top Destinations, with an exceptional atmosphere 
 Our “I RIOJA WINE & JABUGO HAM MOTORHOME RAID”, which take place the first 

week of December and will take you through all over Spain. 
 Our TV show where the Spanish Top Destinations have the main role. Each video 

gives inspiration tips for your next trip. You will have the chance to get involved in 
our next program.

Spanish TOP Destinations belong to Cazaventuras group, high quality guaranty. The following 
sentence summarizes our commitment to people who put their trust in us: 

“We make dreams come true, miracles take a little longer”.

If you are thinking of travelling to Spain and want to experience something unique, or already 
toured in a motorhome and want to repeat, or you already have your own vehicle and want to 
discover new destinations and live one-off happiness experiences… we are your partner in this 
trip. Asking is for free!!

+34 676 92 57 46 / info@eldestinomastop.com



Tours through spain and europe

We can design a tailor made itinerary four you. Tell us your idea and let us develop a first
proposal we (you and us) work with. We will advise you about destinations, places to 
visit, activities to live, etc.

We have the experience, enthusiasm and motivation required to offer friends of adventure, 
nature, sport, sea, tradition, wine and gastronomy, all they may desire. 

We offer a wide range of touristic activities, food & wine in Spain and Europe. We have offices 
in Basque Country, La Rioja, Andalucía, Madrid and Barcelona. Spain is a country of high 
contrasts between north and south, east and west: different culture, traditions, landscapes, 
people, monuments, gastronomy, etc.. 

Romantic getaways, trips with family, friends and on business. Recreational, entertainment, 
teambuilding, events and incentives. Major events, specialized raids. Any excuse is good to 
experience Spain and Europe on a motorhome.

And if you prefer to design the itinerary by your own, rent a motorhome. We have a big stock of 
new and modern motorhomes and campers.

+34 676 92 57 46 / info@eldestinomastop.com



Motorhome raid

Never seen before!! A motorhome raid to enjoy the must to see Spanish destinations. 
Limited places!!!! November 30th – Dicember 7th

A laid back competition, for people who enjoy traveling and share good vibes along the way. Do 
not lose it if you are interested in discover the must-to-see Spanish Top Destinations!!

A north to south week tour. A pairing between wine and Spanish ham discovery best sights of 
each destination on the way. A friendship competition, where the winner it´s not who drives 
faster but who enjoys it most. You can do it by your own (if you already have a vehicle) or 
renting one for the occasion. 

The day by day rules are quite simple: 
 In the morning before start we will do a briefing to explain the profile of each journey, 

which will start at 10:00 h.
 Along the itinerary there will be mandatory and optional waypoints that will give extra 

points to whom reach them. 
 Every day we will include at least one stop for a tourist guided visit in a winery, 

museum, town…etc) 
 Drivers must end before 18:00h to not be penalized. 
 At 19:00h, every day a recreational program for all the participant group will meet our 

best local guests, visiting local must-see attractions and getting to know and enjoy 
local traditions.

At the end of the Raid, the last journey all participant drivers will enjoy a great celebration, 
where we won’t miss great meal, live music, party and award ceremony. 

Definetly the ultimate and funniest RV driver experience. A motorhome raid for all audiencies
where what matters – in here it´s true – is to participate. 

Do you want to get involved? Contact us and book your place!!

+34 676 92 57 46 / info@eldestinomastop.com

Motorhome Raid from Rioja Wine Region to Jabugo Ham Route



Our tv show

We have our own TV show, so you can get some tips for your next trip to Spain. Our hosts 
JM and Josemi tour the country by motorhome in the search of “Spanish Top 
Destination”.

The show is broadcast through Cadena Local TV aggrupation with a 30 million potential viewers 
share. 

The decision of which destination is the “Spanish Top Destination” is not ours but followers that 
can vote in our social network profiles.

We edite a short film (2-3min) of every show which is uploaded to our social network. There, 
people can vote as follows:

 Facebook videos: 1 point for each “Like”, 2 points for each “hearth”, and 1 point for 
every meaningful comment (as much as one per person).

 Instagram videos: 1 point for each “hearth”, and 1 point for every meaningful 
comment (as much as one per person).

This way, each person would be vote 5 points for his “Spanish Top Destination”. So we 
encourage you to follow our Facebook and Instagram profiles (@destinomastop), so you will be 
able to cast your vote and help us to choose which is the best of all destinations visited.

+34 676 92 57 46 / info@eldestinomastop.com


